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Ombrello Application

Ombrello is a glass treatment product that actually repels weather elements, leaving you with an 
amazingly clear view – a safety benefit especially when driving in bad weather conditions.  

It is applied to the windshield and the side view windows. Once treated with Ombrello, windows will 
remain water and dirt repellant for months and the coating can remain highly effective for up to 20,000 
km or a year (up to 6 times longer than usual glass treatments). 

According to a transportation research study made by a well-known US University, a driver’s visibility can 
be improved by up to 34% after the windshield has been treated. Clearer glass can help the driver to 
see much further and to identify dangerous situations earlier, thus improving their response times for 
braking by as much as 25 %. With Ombrello, the adhesion of ice and dirt particles is reduced.

Application conditions: 

Important: only apply on real glass surfaces. Do not apply on helmet visors, exterior mirrors or head-
lights with plastic coatings. Ombrello can be repeated at any time using this 3-step-method. Do not 
apply at temperatures under 4°C and over 50°C.

Step 1: Precleaning

It is recommended to complete this procedure in order to guarantee the long-lasting effect of Ombrello.

>>   Thoroughly clean windshield and side view windows with conventional glass cleaner and paper  
 tissues.
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Ombrello application

Continuation Step 1:

>>  Rinse the windshield only with a thin film of water and for best results ensure that the film is   
 evenly displaced and glides down the glass. Water droplets forming on the glass will indicate   
 that this area may be contaminated with grease, dirt or wax. Then repeat the cleaning process  
 to ensure that the glass is perfectly clean. 

>>  Dry the glass surfaces with paper tissues and avoid touching the glass with your fingers after-  
 wards. 

Step 2: Treatment

Firmly hold the winged ampoule felt side down on the glass surface. Press the two wings together until 
the ampoule breaks, releasing the liquid. Evenly wipe with the felt surface over the glass until the total 
area is covered with Ombrello. A partially visible film is formed. Wipe away with a dry cloth. 

Note: 

Once opened, Ombrello must be used within 15 minutes.

Step 3: Polish

After 1-2 minutes, polish the coated glass with a dry paper tissue to ensure a complete even 
coating. Remove any remaining Ombrello treatment from surrounding mouldings, paintwork 
trims, etc. 

Safety Note: Keep out of reach of children
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